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Abstract
Identifying irony in user-generated social media content has a wide range of applications; however to date Arabic content has received
limited attention. To bridge this gap, this study builds a new open domain Arabic corpus annotated for irony detection. We query
Twitter using irony-related hashtags to collect ironic messages, which are then manually annotated by two linguists according to our
working definition of irony. Challenges which we have encountered during the annotation process reflect the inherent limitations of
Twitter messages interpretation, as well as the complexity of Arabic and its dialects. Once published, our corpus will be a valuable
free resource for developing open domain systems for automatic irony recognition in Arabic language and its dialects in social media text.
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1.

Introduction

Irony detection has a broad range of applications in various research areas, including sentiment analysis, text mining and author profiling (Van Hee, 2017). Nowadays,
social-media platforms allow users to express and share
their opinions, attitudes and beliefs instantaneously. Users
tend to employ figurative language devices, such as irony
and sarcasm, to achieve different communication purposes (Hernández Farı́as, 2017). This user-generated content represents a rich source of valuable data. Handling this
data is a challenging task in Natural Language Processing,
particularly when dealing with ironic statements, with users
intending to convey a message that goes beyond the literal
meaning.
Current scholarship is yet to reach an agreement on a universal definition of the concept of irony (Van Hee, 2017;
Hernández Farı́as, 2017). Various definitions have been
proposed (Grice et al., 1975; Wilson and Sperber, 1992;
Kumon-Nakamura et al., 1995; Attardo, 2000; Giora et
al., 2013) and irony is broadly defined as a rhetorical
device used to express the opposite of what is literally
meant (Grice et al., 1975). This study investigates the use
of irony in Arabic Twitter messages. For the purpose of our
analysis, we do not distinguish between irony and sarcasm,
thereby using irony as an umbrella term.
Annotated corpora for irony detection are now available in
many languages; however, to the best of our knowledge,
there is no publicly and freely available irony corpus for
Arabic language or its dialects (Rosso et al., 2018; Zaghouani, 2014). To bridge this gap, this research introduces
a new irony corpus of Dialectal Arabic extracted from Twitter: DAICT1 .
This paper is structured as follows. The following section
gives an overview of the existing work on irony corpora
generation. Section 3 presents the data collection process
as well as annotation guidelines and challenges. Section 4
elaborates the corpus analysis. We conclude this paper in
1

The dataset can be downloaded at https://www.hbku.
edu.qa/en/DAICT

Section 5 with some suggestions for future research.

2.

Related Work

Recent years have witnessed a surge in the availability of
corpora for the Arabic language with focus on dialectal
Arabic such as the corpora created by (Bouamor et al.,
2018; Zaghouani and Charfi, 2018; Maamouri et al., 2010;
Zaghouani et al., 2014; Bouamor et al., 2015). Moreover,
we observed a growing interest in collecting and processing
Arabic user-generated content from social media sources as
in the projects discussed in (Rangel et al., 2019a; Rangel et
al., 2019b; Atanasova et al., 2018; Barrón-Cedeño et al.,
2018). Similarly, irony and sarcasm detection has recently
drawn a significant attention in computational linguistics as
a standard text classification problem (Joshi et al., 2017).
Multiple annotated corpora and their discussions have been
published for the English language (Davidov et al., 2010;
Filatova, 2012; Rajadesingan et al., 2015). Building on the
approaches proposed in these studies, corpora have been
created for other languages, for example, Italian (TWITTIRÒ (Cignarella et al., 2017), ironITA (Cignarella et al.,
2018)); French (Karoui et al., 2017a); and Chinese (Tang
and Chen, 2014; Lin and Hsieh, 2016). In comparison,
fewer studies considered in detail irony detection in Arabic.
Although Arabic is the third most spoken language in the
world and is widely used online in social media, the only
corpus on irony-detection – SOUKHRIA corpus (Karoui et
al., 2017b) – remains available for a limited group of researchers and has not been released to public yet.
In order to build corpora of ironic text, previous studies
have used a variety of sources: Twitter, Facebook, Amazon.com, blogs, newspaper sites, etc. Some studies have
defined their source by way of focusing on the sites, dedicated to ironic or sarcastic discourse (Barbieri et al., 2014).
Other researchers experiment with different methods of
identifying ironic content within a non-specific context. To
take a typical case, Davidov et al. (2010), González-Ibánez
et al. (2011), and Rajadesingan et al. (2015) collect only
the tweets that include hashtags expressing sarcasm and
consider these hashtags as ground-truth labels. This ap-
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proach can be applied to Arabic Twitter, where hashtags
are very commonly used; for this reason, hashtags expressing irony in Arabic have been used to collect data for the
SOUKHRIA corpus (Karoui et al., 2017b). Indeed, some
tweets in the corpus include a combination of hashtags for
irony, sarcasm or satire: it appears that tweeters do not
always distinguish between these notions. For instance,

in tweet (1) the author employs two hashtags: éK Qm #

 (“#sarcasm”):
ÕºîE#
 Ë É¿ QÒmÌ '@ XñJêË@ YJ« 
 ñÓ
 éÊJ
 « @ HPQ
 ¯
ð HAK
 ð é®¢
 ®£

ð , ,É¿AÖ Ï @ð ÑêË@ K. ÑêËAÓ PY éª
 ,.. YªK. é
 P ÑîD @P úÎ«
éK Qm # ÕºîE#

(“#irony”) and
(1)

nity to analyse in detail the results of applying methods –
which have been devised for irony corpora-building in other
languages – to Arabic. In several ways, the findings agree
with previous research for other languages. Firstly, the corpus confirms that irony-related hashtags do not always correspond to an ironic content. Secondly, irony proves to be
an elusive and subjective concept in Arabic, too.
Typically, tweet (2)3 , which was chosen by Karoui et al.
(2017b) as an example of a non-ironic message tagged with

the hashtag éK Qm # (“#irony”), exemplifies the subjectivity of manual annotation.


 ÕæK@ à@ñkCË éËAP
ÕºK@QëA¢Ó áÓ AKñÔgQë Ó
 g É¿ I«A
 úæ QÓ ø X éªÔ
 JK. èYAm Ì '@
©k. @P Ó
.
éK Qm # é<Ë@ð

(2)

I decided to live with the Red Indians: barbecue and
drumming every night ! They have no worries or
concerns; and on top of that, they have feathers on
the top of their caps like kings do! #sarcasm #irony2
While hashtags offer a convenient indication of an author’s
stance, researchers highlight an important limitation: some
tweets containing #sarcasm are about sarcasm (e.g. “I love
#sarcasm”), while the tweets themselves are not sarcastic (Davidov et al., 2010). For this reason, in addition to
digital methods of identifying ironic content, researchers
have been experimenting with manual annotation of the
data. Most published work has relied on manual annotation
by crowd workers or linguists. Reyes and Rosso (2011), Filatova (2012), and Walker et al. (2012) employ crowdsourcing platforms and decide whether a text is ironic or
not by considering inter-annotator agreement. However,
crowd workers are not linguistic specialists and receive no
specialized training; as a result, the annotation could be inaccurate. To address this problem, Karoui et al. (2017a)
employ professional linguists and researchers in computational linguistics to label a multilingual irony corpus. This
approach, while advancing the linguistic accuracy of annotating, brings to the fore the need for a clear definition of an
elusive concept irony.
The complexity of the concept of irony, as well as
the need for a nuanced and careful manual annotation,
is amply demonstrated by the existing Arabic corpus,
SOUKHRIA (Karoui et al., 2017b). In this corpus,
tweets were collected using a set of politicians’ names
as keywords. Then, tweets including one of the hash


tags èQjÓ# / éK Qm # (“#irony”) or Z@QîD@#
/ ÕºîE#
(“#sarcasm”) were automatically labeled as ironic, and the
rest as non ironic. It is not clear whether Karoui et al.
(2017b) used any manual annotation after the publication of
the research paper. The authors recognize the limitations of
their corpus and accept that “wrong pre-annotations” need
to be manually corrected. They assume that the error will
be “around 3%” (Karoui et al., 2017b). In order to test
the accuracy of this assumption for our project, we manually annotated a random selection of the tweets used in
SOUKHRIA. The initial examination suggests that at least
8% of the tweets were misclassified.
SOUKHRIA corpus offers researchers a unique opportu-

A message for extremist Muslims. You are not going
to exempted us from your gatherings every Friday.
Morsi will not come back I swear #irony (Karoui et
al. (2017b) translation)
A message for Muslim Brotherhood supporters:
Stop giving us a headache with your mass protests
every Friday. Morsi is gone forever; I swear to God!
#irony (Our translation)
Our version of translation suggests that the tweet was
ironic. This example highlights the importance of knowing the dialect used in the text (in this case, Egyptian) and
the political context of the message.
Context is essential for an accurate interpretation of the
stance of the author; and on Twitter, irony hashtags often
provide the only clue. Notably, once Karoui et al. (2017b)
removed the hashtags which signaled irony, some messages
immediately became ambiguous (e.g. 3).

 éÓñÊªÓ

 AJJÓ QJ»: éÓAë
éË úæ QÓ# à@ ¬PA« Ó
Q®Ë@ áÓ á«ñJÒÖÏ @ Õç'@ñ¯ úÎ« ñ¢m×

(3)

Important piece of information: many of us are unaware of the fact that #Morsi is still on travel-ban
lists!
In this case, without the hashtag for irony it is not clear
whether the author states a fact or not. Another example
(4) further demonstrates the importance of a hashtag as an
interpretative clue:

 ¯ QåÓ ú¯ éJ K. ñJË@ éJ ËAm.Ì '@
H. QmÌ '@ ú¯ Õæ¢« PðYK. IÓA

(4)

The Nubian community in Egypt played a great role
in the war.
Without a hashtag for irony, the intention of the tweeter
is impossible to ascertain. These examples strongly suggest that removing irony hashtags in the final dataset could
subvert subsequent manual annotation. Our study therefore proposes to keep the hashtags as an important context
marker for further annotation.
The existing irony-detection corpora provide an important
foundation for our research into irony recognition in Arabic. This study aims to produce a more nuanced dataset,
which will embrace the dialects of the region as well as

2

All translations in this paper have been revised by accredited
translators.

3
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referred to as tweet (12) in (Karoui et al., 2017b)

the Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), and navigate the challenges and limitations identified in previous studies.

3.
3.1.

éJ ÓC@ð ø QÊm.' @ úG. Q« úæÊð AÓ ÉJÓ ø @
 gð éJKYJË@ð Õæ QË@ ¡® ¯ ÐñÊ«ð HAJ
 «AÒJk. @ð
éÓY
.
éK Qm # ¨AÒJk. @

(5)

Corpus Generation

Yes, as I have heard; Arabic, English, Islamic Studies, Social Sciences, and Science; only Fine Arts,
PE, and Community Services #irony

Data Collection

To collect the maximum number of ironic tweets, we chose
to use irony hashtags. We did not use any keywords since
we wanted our corpus to cover as many domains as possible. We manually gathered 100 hashtags, in Arabic, English and French, which are generally used by tweeters
writing in different Arabic dialects to express irony and sarcasm. Using these hashtags and “Arabic” as a language
parameter, we could collect around 1.47 M tweets over
the period spanning from March 31st , 2012 to March 1st ,
2019. Given the large volume of data, we opted to work

on the top four most used hashtags; éK Qm # (“#irony”),

 (“#mockery”), and #sar(“#ironical”), Z@QîD@#
casm and which could be placed anywhere in the tweet.
Then, we applied automatic filtering to remove retweets,
duplicates, username mentions, tweets with URLs and pictures, and tweets shorter than 70 characters. Additionally,
we removed tweets containing more than four hashtags.
The resultant corpus consists of a set of 5,358 tweets written in MSA, dialectal Arabic and a mix of both.
When analyzing the collected tweets, we noticed that some
users embed hashtags within their messages although their
intention was not necessarily ironic. For this reason manual annotation was deemed mandatory to judge whether the
text was ironic or not. This approach allows us to collect both ironic and non ironic tweets and helps us provide
an estimation of the credibility of irony hashtags in Arabic
tweets.

the purpose of our annotation, we agreed to assume the definition of irony as an “evaluative expression whose polarity
(i.e., positive, negative) is inverted between the literal and
the intended evaluation, resulting in an incongruence between the literal evaluation and its context” (Van Hee et
al., 2016).
With this definition in mind, the full dataset has been individually annotated by two linguists. The inter-annotator
agreement between them increased to 0.92. The remaining
disagreement was resolved by giving the disputed tweets
to a third annotator for further analysis and a group discussion. For instance, tweets labeled as “Ambiguous” by
any of the annotators were re-examined and discussed by
the team of annotators. If consensus can be reached, these
tweets are assigned to one of the categories, “Ironic” or
“Not Ironic”. If the three annotators could not agree on
how to label a tweet, it was kept in the final corpus as “Ambiguous”. These tweets provide an invaluable starting point
for an in-depth analysis of annotation challenges (see Section 3.3). At this stage the corpus includes only the tweets
for which the agreement was established.
To recap, preliminary annotation and subsequent agreement
on the definition of the concept of irony allowed our annotators to improve the inter-annotator agreement.

3.2.

3.3.

èQjÓ#

Annotation Guidelines

In SOUKHRIA corpus, Karoui et al. (2017b) rely on hashtags as ground-truth for labeling ironic tweets and they confirm that manual verification remains indispensable. Our
team includes two language specialists in Arabic who come
from two different regions and represent different dialects
of Arabic. To provide our annotators with a clue to the author’s intention, we did not remove hashtags. As the first
step, the annotators were given simple instructions to label a random sample of 100 tweets as “Ironic” or “Not
Ironic”. Using Fleiss’ kappa (Fleiss, 1971), we obtained an
inter-annotator agreement of 0.37 between our two annotators, which indicates a “fair agreement” (Landis and Koch,
1977). This relatively low rate reflects the subjectivity of
human annotation.
During the discussion of obtained results, it emerged that
in general the disagreement could be explained by the lack
of immediate context or complete structure. To take a typical case, tweet (5) cannot be conclusively interpreted as
ironic or not. To address this problem, we have added “Ambiguous” label as an umbrella reference to all the cases
where the annotators cannot individually decide with certainty whether a tweet is ironic or not. Besides, in order to
reach a better inter-annotator agreement and to move on to
the next stage of annotation, the annotators had to consider
developing a working definition of irony. At that stage, for

Annotation Challenges

Along with the elusiveness of the concept of irony, the process of manual annotation revealed the following additional
challenges:
• Dialects: Most, if not all, of the Arabic speakers understand MSA. However some dialects are not mutually intelligible. For instance in the Gulf region,
Arabic speakers typically report difficulties in understanding the Maghrebi dialect. To take a typical case,
tweet (6) is written in Moroccan dialect, and both of
our annotators were not able to understand its mean
ing. Some words like ñª ¯ (“understand”), ÈAK X
(“of”),

úæK Bð (“become”), ùÖß @Qk (“devious”), ø PYË@
(“child”), and AëQK X (“trick”) are specific to the Moroc-

can dialect. In order to understand the tweet, we asked
a Moroccan native speaker to interpret it for us.
(6)

 mÌ '@ ñª ¯ úÎË@ ZAJ»XB@ Q« è@ è@ è@
H. AîE @ ÈAK X é¢
ø Aë ø Aë AK@@ AJK. AëQK X ø PYË@ XAë ùÖß @Qk úæK Bð
#sarcasm
Ah Ah Ah ... Only clever people will understand
Ehab’s plan. This child is devious, but he can not
trick me! Hay Hay #sarcasm
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• Confusion between irony and other figurative language devices: Irony is often confused with other figurative language devices, such as humor or metaphor.
Most people do not distinguish between the use of humor in ironic statements and jokes. In tweet (7), the
writer uses a joke to make an ironic statement about
the social problem of the reluctance of young men to
marry. However in example (8) and despite the use

of the hashtag éK Qm # (“#irony”), the tweet is just a
simple joke about a girl mosquito.

In the context of irony, this is more complicated, since
the annotator needs to understand the cultural background behind each statement. For example in tweet
(10), the reader needs to know that in Saudi Arabia
women are forbidden from marrying men outside their
tribe.
(10)

...QK QÖÏ @ ©¯@ ñË@ ú»Am' ÈA®£ @ éJºK éK Qm #

 ¯ (AîEPñ
@ Yë IËA
) èPñAJK X áÓ I.Ê£ PñAJK X
(?)..... Q® JK AKCg úÎË@

(7)

#Saudi society is self-contradictory: A man does
not marry his beloved, but it is normal that he marries another man’s beloved. So, the most important
thing: she is not the one he loved ! #irony

#Irony, A children’s joke reflects our bitter reality:
A male dinosaur asked for a female dinosaur’s personal (photo), and she replied: “This is what made
us go extinct ...(?)”

• Implicit irony: Situational irony can sometimes be
difficult to identify. Detecting the incongruence
between two situations is not always straightforward, especially in the absence of “evaluative remarks” (Hernández Farı́as, 2017), facial expression,
and voice tone in online texts. This is illustrated by
the the following example:

 . P ÐñK Q¢ ( à) HQÓ
 Èð@ éñÓAK
AëñK. @ AêË ÈA¯ Iªk

 ¯ ?¼Pñª ñð
( à)ñ®® AJË@ É¿ AÔg é<Ë@ð IËA
 K# éK Qm # A®m  # úÍ
... Iº

(8)

A girl mosquito went out on her first flight. When
she came back, her father asked her: “How did it
feel?” She said: “I swear it was exciting as everyone
around was clapping.” #hell #irony #jokes ...

(11)

• Absence of Arabic diacritics: Arabic diacritical marks
are used to facilitate the pronunciation, to disam
biguate the meaning of some words, and for H
. @Q«@
(“parsing”). They are not frequently used in online
text and their absence can tremendously affect and
change the sentence’s meaning. For instance in tweet
(12), PAJk xayaAr (“option”) and PAJk xiyaAr (“cucumber”) are written the same without diacritics, although their meaning is completely different.



niqatif (“negative”). The word  ñ» is relatively easy to be recognized as a transliteration of
“coach” because the English sounds in this word generally correspond to Arabic letters. However the

other transliterated word J®K is more obscure, since
both sounds /g/ and /v/ do not have corresponding
letters in Arabic. So, the tweeter replaced them

with  q and ¬ f respectively. As a result the transliterated word becomes open to misinterpretation.

(12)

 ®K B AÓYJ« : ø Q» éJ Ó
PAJmÌ '@ áK. úæ AJË@ Q
. .
Q¯ ø @ øQK B AëYJ« ! áÊËAK PAJmÌ '@ð újJK@QB@
. .
 Ë@ð é¢Ê
 . Ë@ áK
éK Qm # . é¢Ê
.
A major calamity: When a politician is unable to
tell the difference between the strategic option and
the dish of cucumber with yogurt! It made me feel
that power and salad-making are the same. #irony

ék. ñJ èPðYK. ñëð  ñºË@ ék. ñK  ñºË@ Y«AÓ
 g AK " J® K " ©Ê£  ñºË@ , áJ«CË@
!..(: é«AÔ
.
.
éK Qm # ÈCêË@_ úÎë B@#

(9)



 H Qg @
C¿ à @ ð ,Yg B YJ.« Yg @ B à @ AÓñK Ðñ®Ë@
.




.ÑîDÊ« A¾ÊÓ úGñk. ñK ð ,Èñ®Ë@ l @ñËA®¯ ..Qk AJÓ
éK Qm #
I told the people one day that no one is a slave to
anyone, and that each of us is free ... They said that
is true, and crowned me their king. #irony

• Transliteration of English: Using the Arabic alphabet to write English words is common in social media platforms and is occasionally used for
humor or irony purposes.
Arabic and English
have different sounds and with the variety of dialects used in tweets, it may be difficult to identify transliterated words. Tweet (9) includes two

transliterated words:  ñ» kuwtiš 4 (“coach”) and

J® K

h. ð QK AÓ ÈAg. QË@ ¯A JJÓ_ ø XñªË@_ ©ÒJj.ÖÏ @#
Ñë @ úæªK èQ« éJ . J.k h. ð QK ø XA« . éJJ.J.k
éK Qm # AîD.k úÎË@ ùë H. ñÓ Zúæ

• Lack of conversational context: In some tweets, the
writer’s intention is not clear because either the the
conversational context is missing or the sentence is
not complete. In the following tweet (13), our annotators were not able to establish whether it is ironic
or not, because the message seems to belong to a
chain of interactions as the author was referring to
something that was previously mentioned by using the
word ½Jë hyk (“this way”).

The assistant coach instructs the coach, who in turn
will instruct players, the coach turned to be “negative”, guys :) ..! #Al Ahli Al Hilal #irony
• User’s cultural background: The user’s culture defines
his perception and the way his opinions are expressed.
4

Arabic transliteration is presented in the Habash-SoudiBuckwalter scheme (Habash et al., 2007).
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(13)

áºÜØ Aë . ½Jë ú¾jJk àA¿ @Yg AÓ úæªK ÕÔÜØ
 ¯# éK Qm # ½Jë Qº®K @Yg ø @
éëA¾
Mmmm... So no one could have said it this way, but
now any one can think this way ! #irony #humor

To recap, our annotators faced two kinds of challenges,
those related to Arabic (e.g. absence of diacritics) and those
generally occurring in social media texts regardless of the
language (e.g.luck of context).

4.

Results and Discussion

Our corpus covers multiple domains and is not restricted to
specific topics. In our dataset, the majority of ironic Arabic
tweets refers to international affairs, football and social issues. According to the annotators’ notes, most of the tweets
(over 70%) are written in the Gulf and Egyptian dialects.
This reflects the fact that the top four countries ranked by
number of tweets, according to the Arab Social Media Report, are Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Egypt and the UAE respectively5 . Further analysis of the corpus will allow us to elaborate the distribution of the dialects in more detail.
The tweeters use either verbal or situational irony. When
verbal irony is used, authors sometimes employ very specific dialectical terms to express it; furthermore, the sentences are not always complete, which presents an additional challenge for our annotators. In cases of situational
irony, where there is no overt verbal contrast, irony is often expressed through an incongruence between two situations (Lucariello, 1994). This type of implicit irony, combined with limited context or insufficient information about
users’ cultural background, is harder to detect and requires
further investigation in order to develop a digital ironydetection tool.
Unlike Karoui et al. (2017b), we kept the hashtags for the
annotators’ reference. We observed that tweeters tend to
insert hashtags to clarify their message. Tweet (14) below
ponders this need for an explicit statement of intention.
(14)


éJK ñJË@ Qk @ ú¯ I.JºK Ð PB àA«Yg. AK Yg@ñË@ ñë
 ¯#
 IÖ
 ß# éK Qm # éëA¾
éK@ Ñê®K AJË@ àA«
(: ? K QJK.
Hey folks, does one have to end a tweet with #irony,
#humor, #ends to let readers know one is being sarcastic? :-)

Using the following irony-related hashtags:

éK Qm #



 (“#mockery”),
(“#irony”), èQjÓ# (“#ironical”), Z@QîD@#
and #sarcasm, we built a dataset of 5,358 Arabic messages
posted on Twitter. As a result of individual analysis and
follow-up discussions, our annotators have labeled 4,809
(89.75%) as “Ironic”, 435 (8.12%) as “Not Ironic”, and
114 (2.13%) as “Ambiguous”. According to the annotation results, almost 90% of the collected tweets were confirmed to be ironic. This suggests that relying on hashtags
as ground-truth labels introduces around 10% of noise to
5

http://www.arabsocialmediareport.com/
Twitter/LineChart.aspx

the dataset (Kunneman et al., 2015). These outcomes support our hypothesis about the relative reliability of ironyrelated hashtags, and the importance of manual annotation
for obtaining a high-quality dataset. Even after group discussions, our annotators could not reach consensus on 2%
of the collected tweets. These messages were open to different interpretations of whether irony is present or not, and
remained classified as ambiguous.
At this stage, our focus has been on identifying the features
of non ironic tweets tagged with an irony-related hashtag.
In some cases, as mentioned above, irony hashtags were not
used accurately because users confused irony with other
figurative language devices, such as humor or metaphor
(see tweet (8) above). In other cases, users commented on
the topic of irony, and used irony-related hashtags to tag
the topic for other users, not to clarify their messages or
intention. For instance in tweet (15), it is clear that the


(“#mockery”)
hashtags éK Qm # (“#irony”) and Z@QîDB@#
do not signal any irony.
(15)

B AÖß.QËð , éJK ðP J ¢ B
éK QjË@ ½Ë Qm.' B @ Yë

Z@QîDB@#


ÉK. , àA@ èQºK Y¯ : AKAJk @

É¿ áºË , AJKAîE éªÓ ÉÓAªJK
 ð éJÓ
éK Qm # . éK. Z@QîDB@

Sometimes: You may hate someone; you may even
hate seeing them; and you may never deal with
them; but all of this does not allow you to mock or
make fun of them. #irony #mockery
Besides, our research suggests that linguistic features of a
message and the position of a hashtag within the tweet can
clarify the stance of the author. For example, the annotators
doubt that tweet (16) below can be labeled as ironic:
(16)


.. ½JÓ @ð Qm ½ÓB @ á« ÑîDKYg ñË.. AJË@# áÓ QJ»

.. ½Êg@X ú¯ AîE. ¡®Jk@ .. ½Ë YË !.. éK Qm # ð A®J ÊªK
.. àA¿ AÒêÓ Yg B AëYJ.K Bð
A lot of #people ... If you tell them about your pains,
they will make fun of you – by commenting with
#irony [ironically] ..! So ... Keep it to yourself, and
don’t share it with anyone whomsoever ...



In this case, the tweeter uses éK Qm # (“#irony”), but the
content does not seem ironic. The text is written in the
MSA, so there is no reason to suspect a misunderstanding
here. Arguably, the writer’s intention cannot be ascertained
without a prior conversational context. We notice, however, that an irony-related hashtag is used here in the first
part of the message and as part of a sentence. This rule
seems to apply to a substantial number of tweets: hashtags
in these cases are employed as part of an opening clause
which is not ironic or sarcastic. In comparison, if ironyrelated hashtags are embedded in the punchline, concluding clauses, they tend to correspond to the sentiments they
describe, as in tweet (17). These examples point to the possibility of refining our model by way of assessing the position of hashtags within messages and analyzing the length
and grammatical structure of tweets.
The initial analysis of the manual annotation data in this
paper confirms our hypothesis about the relative credibil-
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(17)

Yg@ð ÕºkPA AÖÏ éKB.½K. @ñk. @ Yë àñºK hP YJ»@
 AëðPðX ÕºJ®J ®m ' ð é®J ®m Ì 'AK.
. éK Qm # ð ÕºîE#
.
 _ PAª# áÓ ½Jm' ð áºË
Èñ®ªË@
.
Of course, this would be your answer; because when
someone tells you the truth, your truth, you turn that
into #sarcasm and #irony. Anyway, what would you
expect from #trivial people !

ity of hashtags for labeling irony. While hashtags can be
used as a convenient ground rule for collecting data in general, manual annotation is indispensable for assembling a
nuanced irony dataset.

5.

Conclusion and Future Work

This paper outlined our research methodology and discussed the results of building a new irony-detection corpus in Arabic (MSA and dialects). The collection of Twitter messages was based on specific hashtags for irony and
sarcasm. These tags were not removed for the subsequent
manual annotation by professional linguists and served as
an interpretative clue. The initial analysis of the findings
confirms the relative reliability of hashtags for labeling and
illuminates the importance of the position of hashtags and
their grammatical role within sentences for the development of the model. Most importantly, critical examination
of previous research and our data demonstrate the importance of professional manual annotation for providing refined results, which will reflect the linguistic richness and
cultural diversity of the region.
Further annotation and analysis of the corpus, with special attention to the frequency of challenging cases and the
tweets which were tagged as “Ambiguous” , will allow us to
build an Arabic irony-detection model attuned to the wide
range of irony expression employed in Arabic tweets.
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